Hybrid vehicles have been in the news quite a bit of late given the commercial introduction of a number of hybrid vehicles that sport significant improvements in fuel economy. The improved fuel efficiency of these vehicles can be directly attributable to the hybridized power train on board these internal combustion engine vehicles. Similarly, hybridization of fuel cell vehicles not only helps improve fuel economy but can also help overcome other technical barriers (start up delays, transients). For fuel cell vehicles, hybridization of on-board fuel cell systems is expected to have the potential to improve the vehicle efficiency largely due to the ability to recover braking energy and via flexibility in designing the system controls. However, the advantages can be offset by the tradeoffs due to added energy losses associated with the DC/DC converter and the battery pack itself. Additional tradeoffs not explicitly addressed in this study include added overall complexity, additional packaging constraints, and potentially higher overall cost. This report will focus on a quantitative analysis of the performance of the indirect-hydrocarbon (IH, onboard fuel processor using gasoline type fuel), hybrid and loadfollowing fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) from the viewpoint of the energy use throughout the system. Specifically, the vehicle energy use and efficiency will be compared between the load following (non-hybrid) and hybrid vehicle platforms.
This report will focus on a quantitative analysis of the performance of the indirect-hydrocarbon (IH, onboard fuel processor using gasoline type fuel), hybrid and loadfollowing fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) from the viewpoint of the energy use throughout the system. Specifically, the vehicle energy use and efficiency will be compared between the load following (non-hybrid) and hybrid vehicle platforms.
Several hybrid component configurations were studied and two representative configurations were investigated in depth. The first (Configuration 1), in which the DC/DC converter is placed in the path of the fuel cell stack current, there does appear to be some benefit, in terms of energy usage, in hybridizing the IH fuel cell vehicle. Specifically, on the US EPA cycles, the hybrid vehicle outperformed the load following vehicle on the FUDS sequence but the load following vehicle had slightly better results on the HIWAY cycle. However, if the DC/DC converter is placed in the battery current path only, with the fuel cell stack directly connected to the electric drive train (Configuration 2), the benefits in terms of improved fuel economy are larger than in the first configuration. The results corresponding to both these configurations will be analyzed and discussed in this paper.
Overall, three main factors affect these vehicle results, all of which will be explicitly examined in this study. These factors are: vehicle weight, fuel cell system efficiency (including the battery), and regenerative braking capabilities. Specifically, the hybrid vehicle fuel economy can be reduced due to a ~10% heavier vehicle, and a lower overall fuel cell system efficiency (when including the battery and DC/DC converter losses). One important factor is clearly the regenerative braking capability; but the other factor is associated with the ability to improve the efficiency of the fuel cell system itself by taking advantage of the flexibility offered energy storage sub-system and adopting better control
INTRODUCTION
The UC-Davis Fuel Cell Vehicle Modeling Program (FCVMP) began developing and analyzing fuel cell vehicle (FCV) simulation models in 1997. Over the course of the last five years, the research group has completed three complete fuel cell system and load following vehicle models. Specifically, this includes the direct hydrogen (DH), indirect methanol (IM), and indirect hydrocarbon (IH) FCV models. This year, the project team has shifted to modeling hybrid vehicle configurations, using the load following (non-hybridized) models as a base.
The focus of this report is on the indirect hydrocarbon vehicle platform only. The direct hydrogen platform has been investigated separately in a companion paper [1, Cunningham] . The vehicle energy use and efficiency are compared between the original load following vehicle and the new hybrid vehicle platform. Several other studies investigate the differences between hybrid and non-hybrid FCVs [2, 3] , the later of which showing that the hybrid FCV resulted in an 11% improvement in fuel economy [3, GM/ANL study].
Vehicle emissions will not be discussed for the indirect hydrocarbon fuel cell vehicle (though the model is capable of tracking a limited sub-set of the actual emissions). The fuel considered for our analysis is isooctane (though the model itself is capable of handling blends). Additionally, upstream energy and emissions associated with the production, distribution and marketing of hydrocarbon fuel will not be addressed. However, results from our upstream research effort can be found in [4, Contadini] .
It should be noted that the hybrid component configurations chosen in this study are but two design options among many possibilities. The configurations chosen (shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) show the two different options for placement of the DC/DC converter in the battery current path, one in which the DC/DC converter matches the voltage of the battery to the stack voltage (main bus voltage) and the other in which bus voltage determined by the battery voltage and the DC/DC converter matches the stack voltage to the battery voltage before using the electrical energy in the drive motor.
MODELING METHODS, INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

GENERAL MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
The FCV model is a fully dynamic forward-looking model 1 with associated control strategies (at the component and system level) for efficient operation and good dynamic response. Time traces of all system and component variables are available for each driving cycle, as well as aggregate metrics, through a graphical user interface (GUI). Transient effects are modeled and are key to helping capturing important behavior. The fuel cell stack model is based on a combination of first principles and laboratory cell data. The stack model enables accurate predictions of the variation in stack 1 The forward-looking approach starts with a driver that compares the desired drive cycle with the actual vehicle velocity. In case that the vehicle velocity is below the in the drive cycle specified velocity the driver requests more motor power and the extra power leads to an acceleration of the vehicle until the difference of specified and actual velocity is zero. The causal relation between driver, vehicle and components is the same as in a physical vehicle.
voltage and current with varying air and fuel input conditions such as varying pressures, flow rates and fuel concentrations. The stack model was completed in collaboration with Los Alamos National Laboratory. See [5, Springer] for background information.
The rest of the fuel cell system includes the following major sub-systems:
• ATR (auto-thermal reactor) based fuel processor that supplies reformate containing hydrogen, • Fuel cell stack • Air supply system • Water and thermal management (WTM) system.
The fuel processor itself consists of separate models for the ATR unit, the low and high temperature shift (CO cleanup) units, a preferential oxidation unit, air supply and the steam generation units. Care is taken to thermally integrate the different components together and the models themselves are based on available data about reaction kinetics and account for the mass and heat transfer between the components. The operating conditions are determined via a separate optimization process for the fuel processor taking into account interaction with the rest of the fuel cell system [6, Ramaswamy] . The fuel cell system also incorporates an optimized air supply control scheme based on maximizing net fuel cell system output power for the full range of stack current.
This optimized control incorporates power requirements for the air supply and water and thermal management systems and balances them with the power output of the fuel cell stack. All of the efficiency calculations use the Lower Heating Value (LHV) of iso-octane. Matlab (v5.3) and Simulink(3.11) were used for all the modeling efforts. The first Indirect Hydrocarobon FCV studied is configured as a load following vehicle without additional energy storage and without the provision of regenerative braking. Figure 1 shows the energy flow and arrangement of the main vehicle components. The electric energy provided by the fuel cell system is fed into the drive-train. The motor electronic converts the dc power at the fuel cell stack terminals into ac power fed to the terminals of the AC induction motor. The motor provides the mechanical shaft energy via a one-stage reduction gear and a differential to the wheels. A fuel cell controller, a motor controller and an overall vehicle controller guarantee the optimum component interaction for all vehicle and component states. Reference [7, Hauer] The Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the general configurations of the fuel cell battery hybrid platforms. The arrows show the direction of electrical current flow between the major components. The primary differences in the hybrid platforms relative to the load following configuration are explained below.
LOAD FOLLOWING VEHICLE MODEL DESCRIPTION
• The fuel processor, fuel cell stack and auxiliaries remain the same size for all platforms. However, a battery sub-system model was added with the capability of simulating four different battery types, although only one battery pack was used for this study (Table 1 ).
• Though the fuel cell stack and stack-auxiliary size/configuration remain the same, the current draw for the stack-auxiliaries no longer comes directly from the fuel cell stack. Instead, all vehicle and fuel cell auxiliaries draw current from the battery side of the DC/DC converter or the main battery pack. This essentially decouples the auxiliaries from the stack operation and improves start-up controls. The drawback is that all electrical current for the auxiliaries must first pass through the DC/DC converter (or alternatively, come from the battery) resulting in some energy losses • A dc-dc converter model was added for matching the fuel cell stack and battery voltage.
• A battery controller model was added for the proper control of the battery SOC and the fuel cell stack operation. The control scheme implemented in the controller maximizes the energy efficiency of the vehicle by trying to minimize battery losses while ensuring that the fuel cell stack meets the average loads (IHBHYB vehicle) or directly responds to the power needed (IHBHYB2 vehicle).
• The vehicle controller was modified with the intent to separate the drivers brake pedal request into a mechanical and an electrical brake signal representing the combination of friction and regenerative brake capabilities.
• Modification of the electric drive system to allow a regenerative braking capability.
The primary difference between the two hybrid configurations considered here are:
• The controls for the IHBHYB system average the vehicle power demands. It is this average power requirement that is seen by the fuel cell system. Any excess instantaneous power demand is met by the battery sub-system alone.
• The controls for the IHBHYB2 system are such that the instantaneous vehicle power demand is met by both the fuel cell as well as the battery sub-system via an appropriate power split arrangement.
• The major energy stream (from the fuel cell system to the vehicle) flows through the DC/DC convertor in the case of IHBHYB vehicle. This is a source of additional losses in this configuration.
• In the case of the IHBHYB2 vehicle, only the energy flow to and from the Battery (and auxiliaries) flows through the DC/DC subsystem.
These differences imply that the dynamic requirements place on the IHBHYB fuel cell system are more relaxed than that placed on the IHBHYB2 fuel cell system. Though there are differences between the controls for the two hybrid vehicles, a number of features that are common to the two. The discussion below highlights some of the common features as well as the differences between the two systems.
BATTERY AND BRAKE CONTROLS
The battery controller is an important addition for the hybrid platform. Among the many features of the controller, a primary function is to manage the energy flow between the vehicle drive system, the fuel cell stack, and the battery pack. The following table lists the main parameters and the default values assigned. Reference [8, Hauer] has additional hybrid controls and model descriptions (but for the case of a methanol based fuel processor). The battery controller monitors and controls the state-ofcharge (SOC) of the battery pack at all times. SOC threshold limits are set to signal when battery charging is needed. A SOC maximum point is set less than 1.0 to ensure that sufficient battery capacity is available for regenerative braking. An SOC minimum value is set to ensure that sufficient energy is available when necessary for the drive motor. Higher resistive losses occur when charging/discharging the batteries at a high/low SOC respectively. When charging is required, the additional current draw is added to the normal stack current demand. This additional current draw is a constant and does not vary with the SOC (though the stack current itself may vary).
One of the primary differences between the IHBHYB and IHBHYB2 vehicle controls is in the power split between the battery pack and the fuel cell system. For the IHBHYB2 system, the power split between the battery pack and the fuel cell system follows a specific algorithm. With the stack directly coupled to the drive motor, a power split 'factor' is used as a function of the electrical bus voltage. Specifically, in conditions of high bus voltage, a large percentage of the load (if not all) is met with the fuel cell stack. Conversely, in conditions of low bus voltage, a large percentage of the load is met with the battery. The IHBHYB configuration power split is decided on the basis of the average power demanded by the vehicle. The fuel cell system supplies this average power and the battery the excess instantaneous surges in demand.
Additional restrictions on the battery power draw and regen energy recovery are imposed depending on the electrical bus voltage. Based on maximum voltage characteristics of the drive motor and battery pack, the battery controller may restrict either the stack operation or the regenerative braking capability to minimize high voltage surge events. These events can occur during periods of high regenerative braking demand. As a result of these restrictions, the fuel cell stack may still operate in a relatively dynamic manner, for both hybrid configurations, but less so than the load following vehicle.
The controls are designed such that up the set point of 0.5, all of the braking is regenerative braking (electric). This set point represents a fraction of the brake pedal position, which is translated into a brake signal to the vehicle. Past this set point, any additional braking is accomplished using the friction brakes (mechanical) and the regenerative braking remains constant. The same fuel cell stack and auxiliary configuration was used for both the hybrid and the load following vehicle platforms. Within the system, the dominant components were identified and care was taken to understand the level of model complexity needed to adequately capture their impact on the overall system. The final selection of the baseline system was made after a careful view of the different possible fuel cell configurations from the perspective of enhancing performance and minimizing system complexity.
FUEL CELL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
H2O from Tank
In the system shown in Figure 4 , a fuel cell stack, primary air supply sub-system, and a water-thermal management sub-system are included (the radiator is part of this sub-system). On the fuel supply side, an ATR (auto-thermal reactor) based fuel processor complete with CO-cleanup LTS (Low Temperature Shift) and HTS (High Temperature Shift) and preferential Oxidation (PROX) units are included. The reformate produced is fairly well humidified so minimal additional humidification is needed. The unused hydrogen from the stack is fed to the catalytic burner that forms a part of the fuel processor system. The emphasis overall is on good thermal integration between the components to ensure optimal thermal profiles in the HTS and LTS units while permitting maximum recovery of the thermal energy from the reformate stream. On the cathode side, air is compressed and supplied to the stack. The exhaust gases pass through a condenser for recovering water, and the remaining gases are vented to the atmosphere. No gas expander is incorporated here. An independent radiator is used for stack cooling.
SYSTEM CONTROL Fuel cell system control methodology has an appreciable effect on the performance and characteristics of the vehicle. The control of the system (from within the vehicle model) basically works as follows:
• The motor current as derived from the motor controller is added to the auxiliary currents of the air supply and water and thermal management subsystems. This becomes the overall 'stack current demand' that acts as a control signal to the air supply determining the air flow into the stack, as well as the hydrogen consumption at the anode.
• The stack current also acts as input to the stack model with the resulting stack voltage calculated as a function of these parameters.
• The hydrogen flow is assumed to be a function of the fuel processor characteristics with a possible time lag between the current request and the supply of hydrogen.
• The air supply has a small time lag between the current request and the output as determined by the 'optimized' pressure and airflow control lines. Anode exhaust is fed back to the fuel processor and is either utilized for steam generation or flared during exhaust.
Note: For the load following vehicle, this energy loss mechanism will increase with the amount of dynamics inherent in the drive-cycle. We will address this when discussing the results.
The fuel supply to the fuel processor is determined by the most dominant of the following three inputs: stack voltage, accelerator pedal position, stack current. This signal then drives the fuel processor controls. It is assumed that the steam generation is the slow step in the fuel processor operation and that the lag in the airsupply is minimal. Hence, depending on the steam availability, the air-supply is adjusted to ensure optimal fuel/air/steam ratios in the fuel processor. In addition, care is taken to ensure predetermined optimal operating conditions for the LTS/HTS (Low temperature shift/High temperature shift) units from the viewpoint of temperature profiles and steam/carbon ratios.
One unique feature of the model is the optimization procedure between the fuel cell stack performance, the parasitic load of the air supply technology utilized, and the parasitic loads of the condenser and radiator for the WTM (Water & Thermal Management) system, assuming a steady-state operation. The optimization maximizes the net system (without FPS) electric power at each value of stack current density and determines the air-system operating scheme (Pressure, flow-rates) needed to achieve this. This optimization is conducted in a stand-alone system (without FPS) model, and the resulting air-supply schedules are embedded in the vehicle controls. A description of this optimization procedure can be found in reference [9, 10, Friedman] .
SIZING THE BATTERY FOR THE IH FCV BATTERY HYBRID SYSTEMS
Several criteria were used in deciding the power specifications for the fuel cell and the energy storage (battery) subsystems were as follows. The main focus was on the drivability of the vehicle and the ability to ensure proper vehicle response at all times (e.g. multiple passing events on the freeway). The battery power was therefore chosen such that sufficient all-battery electric power could be provided to the drive motor and recovered regenerative braking energy was maximized, all while reducing the "stress" placed on the fuel cell system (a consequence of the more relaxed fuel cell stack control).
PRIMARY MODEL INPUTS
When comparing the load following fuel cell vehicle to that of the hybridized fuel cell vehicle, care is taken to keep the vehicle parameters the same whenever possible (unless the hybridization requires that we specifically change specific parameters or sub-system configurations). Specifically, the vehicle weight incorporates the additional weight of the hybrid system associated with the battery pack and DC/DC converter, 100kg and 30kg respectively. The dynamics associated with the DC/DC converter were not accounted for in the simulation. The values of the parameters involved were determined both from a survey of public literature, and an initial set of simulations, and are shown in Table 3 below. 
MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The original focus of the hybridization in this study was to recover regenerative braking to the maximum extent that is realistically possible. Additional benefits of hybridization include potential efficiency improvements for the fuel cell system, possible durability and efficiency benefits from operating the fuel cell system in a less dynamic mode, and improved start-up performance (not studied here). In particular, it was felt that advantages could be gained by operating the fuel processor subsystem in a quasi-steady mode and thus increasing the hydrogen utilization in the fuel cell stack and minimizing wasted hydrogen. This wasted hydrogen represented a major energy loss mechanism in the case of the loadfollowing IH system. Overall, as will be shown in the following figures, there appears to be some benefit, in terms of energy usage, in hybridizing the IH fuel cell vehicle. The benefits are in turn very configuration dependent. In fact, during the initial testing, it was possible, not surprisingly, to create configurations (and control schemes) that degraded the hybrid vehicle performance even though regenerative braking energy recovery was substantial. Though conclusions specific to the two hybrid systems are presented here, other possible hybrid configurations and controls must be analyzed in order to make robust, universal conclusions.
However, it can also be said that in general, hybridizing a fuel cell vehicle will not show as much of an improvement in fuel economy compared to that of hybridizing an internal combustion engine vehicle (ICE). This is a function of the inherent net system efficiency relationship to net power of a fuel cell system, where peak efficiency occurs at relatively lower power levels and is thus effectively exploited by a load following design. It should be noted that the load following vehicle itself has fairly good performance; so the relative improvements achieved via hybridization may appear to be smaller. It is important to emphasize that there may be other reasons to hybridize an FCV, at least in the near term period through ca. 2010. This last point will be touched on briefly in the discussions below.
Additionally, due to the presence of the on-board energy storage system in the hybrid case, it is important to note that we do account for the energetic impacts of change in State of Charge (SOC) associated with the battery during the operation over the drive-cycle. Since ideally, the battery initial SOC would be equal to the final SOC, we correct the total fuel energy consumed during the drive cycle by adding in an amount equal to the energy required to bring the battery SOC back to its initial level. All the energy and efficiency numbers quoted in this report, including the detailed component losses, have been corrected to account for the SOC difference (unless otherwise noted). Vehicle fuel economy results are presented in Figure 5 for several drive cycles. Both systems are characterized in terms of 'miles/kWh' (LHV of iso-octane) for each drive cycle.
VEHICLE ENERGY USAGE
Looking at Figure 5 and Table 4 several trends can be observed. On the US EPA HIWAY cycle, the load following vehicle had slightly lower performance compared to the IHBHYB2 hybrid but higher performance compared to the IHBHYB. On the FUDS cycle, both the hybrid vehicles performed better than the IH vehicle (7.1% and 21.2% for the IHBHYB and IHBHYB2 respectively). The resulting Combined cycle results showed the hybrid platform outperforming the load following vehicle (higher fuel economy values) overall with a modes 3.4% improvement for IHBHYB and a more significant 13.8% for the IHBHYB2 vehicle. On the more aggressive US06 cycle, the hybrid showed improvements from 4.8%(IHBHYB) to 15.5%(IHBHYB2) in the fuel economy results. In looking at the European and Japanese drive cycles, the differences in fuel economy were similar. The ECE cycle was the only cycle where hybridization resulted in a negative change in performance.
Overall, there are three main factors that combine to cause these results, they are: vehicle weight, fuel cell system efficiency, and regen capabilities. In the case of this study, the IH hybrid vehicle was 9% heavier (130kg additional mass), negatively affecting overall performance. However, on many of the drive cycles, system performance is improved due to more efficient operation of the fuel cell system (even after accounting for battery and DC/DC losses). At the vehicle level, the regenerative braking capability appears to make a positive impact on the fuel economy of the hybrid platform. However, some of the improvement in the efficiency over IH vehicles may come about because of improvements in fuel cell system efficiencies. Overall, cycles with a large amount of braking tend to show greater improvements in the hybrid efficiency. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the relative breakdown of the vehicle side energy consumptions for two drive cycles, namely, FUDS and HIWAY. One should note that the figures are drawn to different scales to better illustrate the vehicle side losses. Figure 6 compares the three vehicles on the FUDS urban drive cycle. Here, the primary result is that the hybrid vehicles have lower Total Fuel Energy. The FC System Loss is the largest factor in the Total Fuel Energy consumed for the vehicles, accounting for a fraction of 71%(IH), 74%(IHBHYB) and 72%(IHBHYB2) of the overall losses for the respective platforms. FC system loss magnitudes for IH and IHBHYB systems are somewhat similar though the the FC System losses for the IHBHYB2 are substantially lower. The other points to note are that the vehicle auxiliary energy (Hotel loads) consumption for the three vehicles is the same. The Total Fuel Energy for the hybrid vehicles is lower by approximately 8%(IHBHYB) and 16%(IHBHYB2) primarily due to the reduced Wheel Energy as a result of regenerative braking, The Wheel Energy parameter for the hybrid vehicle in Figure 6 represents the energy necessary for acceleration at the wheel minus the regenerative braking energy recovered (also at the wheel). The component energy losses associated with this recovered braking energy, as the energy is transferred from the wheel to the battery pack, are also accounted for in the figure resulting in larger Motor and Transmission loss parameters for the hybrid vehicle. Additional battery sub-system losses are accounted for in the FC System loss parameter. Figure 7 provides vehicle results for the HIWAY drive cycle. In this cycle, the trends are noticeably different. First, the difference in Wheel Energy between the IH and hybrid vehicles is substantially smaller, largely as a result of reduced regenerative braking capability. Second, the FC System Loss is actually larger in magnitude for the IHBHYB vehicle compared to that of the load following vehicle. The reduction in wheel energy loss for the IHBHYB case is not great enough to offset the FC System loss and hence Total Fuel Energy for the IHBHYB vehicle is higher. On the other hand, for the IHBHYB2 vehicle, the Fuel Cell system loss is slightly lower compared to the IH vehicle and hence the Total Fuel Energy requirement for the IHBHYB2 vehicle is also slightly lower. These figures help illustrate the cycle and configuration dependence of the results.
SYSTEM ENERGY USAGE
In order to better understand the reasons behind the losses in the fuel cell system for the two cases, it is useful to look at the breakdown of the energy usage (losses) in the fuel cell system as shown in Figure 8 (for the FUDS drive cycle only). For the FUDS cycle, the IHBHYB2 fuel cell system losses are lower than the IH fuel cell system losses. The IHBHYB fuel cell system losses are also lower than the IH case but not by as large an amount. For the IH vehicle, there are no battery or DC/DC losses. Both of these losses are present for the hybrid vehicles though they are higher for IHBHYB vehicle compared to the IHBHYB2 vehicle. However, the reduction in stack losses (compared to the IH case) partially makes up for these additional component losses. The other major impact is due to the FP (fuel processor) losses. The fuel processor losses are lower for the hybrid vehicles compared to the IH vehicle and the reasons for this will be explored in the discussion below. The WTM (water and thermal management) and Compressor Loss (stack air supply) differences between the cases are small enough not to have a major impact.
The lower stack losses essentially occur because of the lower average power demanded from the stack and more importantly, less time spent in the higher power regions, which tend to have lower steady-state stack efficiencies. Additionally, the total demanded stack current (cumulative over the FUDS drive cycle) is lower for the hybrid platforms partly as a result of the energy recovered from regenerative braking, which is returned to the battery pack and can be used for subsequent drive motor load demands. The other additional factor is that the vehicle power demand at times is zero but the stack still has to supply the auxiliary power units which have minimum power requirements. This pushes the stack to operate in the very low power (low net system efficiency) regions in the case of the IH vehicle.
Note also that the stack losses for the IHBHYB2 system are lower than that for the IHBHYB system. The IHBHYB stack power demand is derived from the average vehicle power demand. Due to this, there are periods when the average power demand is fairly low and once again the stack is forced to operate in the low power low efficiency region. In addition, the battery recharging control scheme is thermostatic in nature. For single cycle operation, the lower SOC limit is not violated for the FUDS cycle and so the additional charging current is not needed. Therefore, during regen conditions, the fuel cell stack effectively dips to its minimum setpoint operating conditions regardless of the state of charge of the battery.
In the IHBHYB2 case, the stack does spend more time in high power regions (more than the IHBHYB and less than the IH case) but it stays in the extremely low power regions for shorter durations. This is because the control scheme that decides the power split between the fuel cell system and the battery is better at recharging the battery "on the go" even during regen conditions if the battery permits/needs it and thus pushes the stack into the region of the low power/high efficiency region. This results in lower overall "stack" losses in this case. It is conceivable that by tuning the minimum stack operating power point or current in the IHBHYB case, one can possibly enhance the performance of the IHBHYB case. However, this is not explored in this paper.
The fuel processor losses are similarly lower for the hybrid vehicles compared to the IH vehicle. Though one would think that this is primarily due to the lower overall vehicle power demand due to regen offsets, it is not the only reason for the reduction in losses. The fuel processor steady state efficiency (at a constant hydrogen utilization in the fuel cell stack) is reasonably flat over the entire operating regime so operating fuel processor in high or low power regions does not have much of impact. The main difference between the losses in the hybrid cases and the IH case lies in the change in utilization of the hydrogen produced by the fuel processor. This is shown in figure 9 , which shows the breakdown of the fuel processor which shows where the hydrogen produced by the fuel processor ends up. For the IH vehicle, 68% of the fuel processor ends being used in the fuel cell stack vs 69% for the IHBHYB and 71% for the IHBHYB2 vehicle. The amount of hydrogen produced is also smaller for the hybrid vehicles.
For the IH vehicle, the there are two reasons why the utilization is lower. The first reason is due to the dynamic phase mismatch between the fuel processor hydrogen output and the vehicle power demand. The fuel processor though relatively fast, does take some time to produce the hydrogen needed. Similarly during downturns, there is an excess of anode hydrogen available to the fuel processor that is not needed by the fuel processor at that instant in time. Operating the fuel processor in a reasonably steady mode (as in IHBHYB vehicle) helps reduce the amount of hydrogen wasted. The second reason results from a combination of the onboard energy storage system and the fuel processor minimum operating power limit. The fuel processor has a fixed minimum operating power level, which helps ensure proper operation and prevent cooling down of the catalysts and components. In the IH case, the stack current draw is driven solely by the vehicle (and fuel cell system auxiliary) power demands. Due to this, when the demand from the vehicle side is small, given the minimum set-point for the fuel processor, most of the hydrogen produced during this period of low vehicle power demand is lost. In the IHBHYB case, this low point is reached less often than the IH case due to the averaging of the power demand.
In the case of the IHBHYB2 system, the extra hydrogen produced by the fuel processor is used in the stack to recharge the battery even during periods of low vehicle power demands as would occur during regen conditions provided the battery needed recharging. Thus there is very little hydrogen is wasted in the system. VEHICLE EFFICIENCY Figure 10 displays the same vehicle performance information as shown in Figure 5 , but in terms of the overall vehicle efficiency instead. Vehicle efficiency is defined as:
Energy on Accelerati (Acceleration Energy) = (climbing energy) + (energy needed to overcome aerodynamic drag) + (energy needed to overcome tire rolling resistance) + (kinetic energy remaining after drive cycle) (Fuel Energy Consumed) = fuel LHV energy content
The efficiency definitions for the load-following and hybrid cases are the same for this study (since the regen energy recovered is not explicitly shown in the definition). Regenerative braking for the load following vehicle is zero, and for the hybrid vehicle, regen energy is implicitly accounted for as a reduction in the fuel energy consumed.
The following figure and table highlight the vehicle efficiency results for seven different drive cycles. Table 5 shows specific vehicle efficiencies for the two vehicle types in the drive cycles presented above. In looking at Figure 10 , the trends show that the IHBHYB2 hybrid vehicle had superior overall vehicle efficiency on every drive cycle tested. This simply means that for every unit of fuel energy consumed from the fuel tank, a larger portion of that energy reaches the wheels, compared to the load following FCV. This does not imply, however, that less fuel will be used overall, as was shown in Figure 5 . For example, as a result of the heavier vehicle for the hybrid platform, slightly more acceleration energy is required on all drive cycles. Given that the hybrid total vehicle efficiency is only slightly larger, for example, the ECE cycle, this results in nearly the same fuel usage overall for the two vehicles for that cycle. The improvements in the hybrid vehicle efficiency results, compared to the load following vehicle, are largely due to the capture of regenerative braking energy and better utilization in the fuel cell stack of the hydrogen produced by the fuel processor. Drive cycles such as the FUDS and US06 that tend to have more braking (relative to other cycles) show a larger improvement in the vehicle efficiency for the hybrid results.
VEHICLE ACCELERATION
The vehicle acceleration and top speed constituted the dominant performance criteria used for sizing the system components in the vehicles. The proposed performance targets were roughly achieved for both vehicle platforms: a 0-60mph acceleration time of approximately 12-13 seconds was achieved, and a top speed capability of at least 85mph was also achieved. The 0-60mph numbers for the IHBHYB vehicle were very dependent on the parameter that corresponded to the time that the vehicle power demand was averaged (i.e. the power demand seen by the fuel cell system). Smaller averaging times resulted in faster performance.
In this study, the power/weight ratio was not kept constant between the platforms because the primary motivation for the study was to compare the two platforms while maintaining the same fuel cell stack (and auxiliary) sizing. Parameters such as stack efficiency could then be studied between the platforms knowing that different results were not a function of the stack scaling, but rather the as implemented system controls which can have a significant impact on performance. Additionally, for the hybrid platform, the drive motor was scaled down slightly to further restrict the peak power capability, given the presence of two power sources.
RANGE
The assumed fuel mass carried, tank volume and tank weight are stated in Table 3 . In this context, the Combined Cycle is the EPA certification test that takes the FUDs (without the warm-up period) and the HIWAY driving cycles into account. Given that the hybrid vehicle has the same fuel tank as the load following vehicle, the only factor affecting the vehicle range is the resulting energy consumption characteristics. Based on the fuel economy results shown in Figure 5 , the resulting range for the vehicles is: IH: 372 miles; IHBhyb: 385 miles and IHBHYB2 423 miles.
CONCLUSION
The results of the study can be summarized below:
• The overall fuel economy results are shown in Figure 5 . On all cycles other than the ECE cycle, the IHBHYB2 hybrid vehicle outperformed the load following but the relative advantages were very cycle dependent and varied from -2.8% to 21.2%. The resulting Combined Cycle results showed the hybrid vehicle with a 13.8% improvement in fuel economy. The IHBHYB vehicle did not perform as well as the IHBHYB2 vehicle and in fact had slightly worse performance both the ECE and HIWAY cycles.
• The addition of the on-board battery was able to enhance efficiency due to two factors. The first was energy recovery via regenerative braking. The second was in due to the ability to maintain high utilization levels for hydrogen in the stack by being able to dump excess energy during low vehicle power demand conditions in the battery. In the load following case, given the finite limits on the turndown ratio associated with the fuel processor and the phase lag between the fuel processor hydrogen output and stack current draw, low levels of hydrogen utilization was responsible for significant energy loss from the system. It should be noted that the vehicle and system models take into account the dynamic nature of the components thus enabling proper analysis of this system. However, the added weight of the hybrid sub-system and the inefficiencies associated with the battery pack "round trip" and DC/DC converter diminished the advantage gained through regenerative energy braking and better hydrogen utilization.
• The two hybrid configurations illustrate the engineering tradeoffs that might be needed in building such systems. In the IHBHYB case, the fuel cell system transient response requirements are not very significant but (with the existing controls), the vehicle performance is not as good as the IHBHYB2 case. However, the IHBHYB2 fuel cell system has to meet stringent transient response requirements, which may have negative implications with regards to both cost and long-term performance. The results corresponding to the IHBHYB2 vehicle can be seen as providing a realistic measure of the maximum advantages to be gained by hybridizing indirecthydrocarbon based fuel cell vehicles.
• Lastly, the authors want to stress that the results in this paper, e.g. comparisons across drive cycles or vehicle platforms, could change if different choices in terms of system design, model assumptions and more importantly, control architecture and algorithms are adopted. The analysis presented here is meant to illustrate one approach to analyzing the performance of both load following and the corresponding hybridized fuel cell vehicles.
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